
Students’ Grades and Student Gradings

Many Cur-rent Contents readers

are teachers. The use of CC m in

university instruction is signifi-

cant. Some professors use CC to

find interesting current-reading

assignments. Others make regular

perusal of CC a training assign-

ment in itself. Large numbers of

students use CC to feed their

sophisticated reading habits. This

includes both undergraduate and

graduate students.

I myself teach a course in in-

formation retrieval at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. I am always

concerned about the effectiveness

of the course material and my

presentation of it. Any evidence

of one’s effectiveness is gratify-

ing, since so many students seem

impervious to even the most ex-

citing ideas. Their unperturbable

“COO1” so often leaves you with

the feeling you are lecturing a

stone wall. Nevertheless, student

ratings of my perform~nce have

been encouraging. But I am con-
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:erned lest those ratings are af-

;ected by my somewhat lenient

utitude in grading.

With rare exceptions my stu-

flents do whatever I require for a

passing grade. First, there is a

large dose of reading of reprints

I obtain from usually willing au-

thors. Then there is my “bootleg”

subliminal course in how to use a

library and how to write a paper.

Final]y, each student reconstructs

the history of a selected topic in

scientific research (pre ferablY a
dissertation topic). For this he

uses citation network methods

I have described elsewhere.1.2

Some students have become in-

terested enough in information

retrieval to supplement the course

work with elaborate algorithms

and computer programs. Most of

them are taking degrees in com-

puter and information sciences.

Students’ evaluation of in-

structors doesn’t appear to be

affected by grades!a Apparently
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most students are as honest in

evaluation of their own efforts as

they are critical in evaluation of

th~ir instructors’. one might as-

sume that a student who receives

an A from an instructor whom

others rate low rniglzt be inclined

to rate him high. A u corztruire,

students who get high grades are

very demanding in their expecta-

tions. They rate their instructors

lower than others do. lt was not

proven whether students who

just barely squeak through show

a bias in favor of the instructor.

I am inclined to think they may.

I tell my students quite ex-

plicitly that it is a waste of

money--theirs, their parents’, the

government’s, etc.--to attend lec-

tures merely to obtain course

credit. They could take another

elective course of greater interest.

A few drop out after the first

lecture. By the end of the spring

semester, I am usually satisfied

that my efforts and theirs have

been worthwhile. Most students

have become quite knowledgeable

about a broad range of topics in

information science. 1 am con-

fident that none will ever con-

sider writing a paper or disserta-

tion without first undertaking a

comprehensive literature search.

The field of computer sciences is

badly in need of this discipline!

In addition, if they intend to re-

main up-to-date in their chosen

fields, they must use one or more

methods of current awareness. As

any instructor will understand,
presenting the course is of great

advantage to me personally. I am

continuously reminded of the

gaps in my own knowledge of in-

formation science. More impor-

tant, I think my understanding of

the younger generation has been

aided significantly. Somehow I

feel younger for the association.
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